HOW HERMES BOOSTED
IN-STORE CONVERSIONS
FOR A PERFUME LAUNCH
IN 20 RETAIL LOCATIONS
ACROSS THE US

01.

THE
CHALLENGE
When Hermes and their agency started planning the in-store efforts
for the release of the 2018 Twilly d’Hermes perfume, they landed on
creating a custom photo activation. They selected 10 Nordstroms and
10 Bloomingdale’s locations across the US that they wanted to activate in, and were looking for a reliable partner to execute the activation. We have a proven record of past 51-doors and 30-doors simultaneous retail activations with the agency for recent perfume releases
with other brands. This made their choice easy—they knew sharingbox
would be a solid partner. We’re always up for a challenge.
What set this campaign apart from past nationwide in-store activations
is that Hermes had developed their own photo activation software for
previous launches, and asked us to implement their software onto the
sharingbox hardware.

02.

OUR
SOLUTION
Because both our hardware and software is proprietary, this wasn’t
an issue. We used our brand new and very sleek sharingbox Slim for
the activations.
We collaborated with Hermes, their app developer, the agency, and
a visual production company to design and build a custom setup to
create a universally branded environment on the activation.
We executed 20 simultaneous events in cities across the United
States, including New York City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,
Washington D.C., Seattle, Houston, Dallas, Orlando, and Miami.

03.

THE
RESULTS
Overall, we successfully brought awareness to the 2018 Twilly
d’Hermes fragrance launch.
We created an augmented and personal experience for the customers,
and provided a beautiful in-store setup for their software.

04.

THE ANIMATED
GIF OUTPUTS

CREATE.
CAPTURE.
AMPLIFY.
www.sharingbox.com
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